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RE: OMAR’S BIOGRAPHICAL WORK POINTS 

, , Y?f' ke seeip,s to have hit upon a very good idea 
and he should be sent a copy- of FILM EDITING. 

.'X 
1 • . The5’? an°ther factor which has not seen the \ 
aght m any biography which was the task to keep ooing 

‘-I5 W°rk rGSearches and support them while"not 
PPJa 9 50 different or.strange that it would prevent 
e from associating with many walks of life. 

did not yiew.the main thing I did which others 

eierJ L e?^r 1?t° the ^”9"^ = level of nearly 
beiS fhnf.e °5ld soclety contactable which included 

of £he races'thaf «£? y°U C°Uld name Snd C°ntacti”9 

My life has had the difficulty of appearing usual. 

J. J*.Ed3ar Hoover has apparently falsified my 

ed^ed f ^rS,/tUffed them “ith false information and 
fullvdha^dLthee 5avorable materials. They were then care- 

over the la<?t°9}- jY various areas of government to journalists 

I^reallv d f 1 ? 3 ,this not °"1>' obscures the life 
1 really did lead but also makes the task of a biographer 

falie JnHa^°fV^yth-n9 hS pUtS forward could collide with 
talse and edited dossiers and media quotes from them. 

:nH-marQ records were stolen in 1953. Most of my 

and all ? S* Writln9 days or the war have passed on 

inf ^ f° at 311 envy the task of anyone try¬ 
ing to reconstruct a life to make a biography from. 

a . ^ctually it's been quite a life and includes a 
of dagger aspect which has defeated a large number 
^governmental enemies and so far has me on the winning 

excellent. 
The pattern of film technique presentation is 
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'RH Sio^. -- V/orkpoints 

i- rcm the outset, it is es sential to realise that a.biography of L?*.!-!, H 

it is to be worthy of its subject, should be different from previ • 1OV1 •> *• /\j I*i« C Oi 

that r.-:nre. It would be an attempt to project (rather than to portray) a ur.:cue 

heir.;' who appeared suddenly on the world stage, provided a new spiritual '.c-ch- 

mlquc which changed the lives cf masses cf people on this planet, and than passed 

into legend. * - ' 

In a word, a new literary form is called fcr. Of necessity, it would da- one 

developed from the material available to the writer - both’ in his subjective 

consciousness and in the form of historical data - when he is ready to write. 

Overall, I conceive it as a kind of scenario for a cosmic cinema: the reader is 

seated, as it were, in a darkened theatre while before him on the blank screen 

of his imagination are projected images that have life and passion, and which 
. V - 

involve him in both the drassatic action and the inner emotional drives of the actors. 

The idea, the goal, is to present a stcry set always in the living, dramatic 

present, rather than in the dead past, (easier said than done I) To accomplish 

this, I think the writer could emplcy a number cf devices that arc indispensable 

in writing the screen-play. Let me mention a few examples: the use of different 

perspective (camera angles).to highlight different aspects of a given situation, . 

elm meter or scene; reverse-angle revelations to highlight communication between 

people; the extreme close-up; cutaways to relieve tension, heighten suspense, 

or to provide comment on the action; montage for mood change; dissolves and 

slow fades for effective time-lapse; careful use a: dialogue to support movement, 

advance the plot narration, or to reveal and develop new ideas. And so on. 



LRH Biography 

Ip. this case, the equivalent of the camera lens is, t^usc a Joycean pnrasc, 

' th’e groping of the spiritual eye1' cf the author. . • 

All of which is simple to describe,- but enormously difficult to ac.-icve. 

But what is the alternative? Stark representation, such as that fornd in most 

conventional biographies. In these, it is customary for the writer to string 

together a series of events, oftener than not in chronological order, like a 
O 

reconstructed skeleton in a museum. Even when the story takes a scmi-nction 

form, one has the. impression that the biographer has merely gone rumaging 

through the attic of his subject's life, examining discarded articles of apparel, 

poring over old love letters, or puzzling over sentimental trinkets ant' faced, 

nostalgic snapshots. 

It has also been fashionable d late to make biography a kind of Freudian 

analysis, exploring in depth the psychodynamics cf the subject's behaviour, 

thought processes, and-so on. I believe this kind d thing is spurious and 

misleading. I believe you should insist’that the v/riter -who undertakes the LRH ^ 

biography avoid it like the plague. I have always maintained that character is 

best revealed in actions. For example, in a biography cf Lenin (written by a 

close relative - I think an older sister), a true insight into the man’s character 

and motivations emerges in a single fact: as a child, he did not play ith ..is 

toys, but systematically destroyed them. 

I'll not.bore you here with details of structure that .should be obvious to 

any competent craftsman. Talent and ability determine the selection of material: 
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much to quote, kinds, of c*crpt, from hie work, anecdotes, topics s;rcs£j' 

Whet is significant, what trWUl. I believe the thematic thread or plol'should-^ "/ 

be eased on how LRH developed and gave to the wor'ld thi techniques and applied / 

philosophy of Scientology; his struggle against secret enemies and their snares, but 

weighted on the positive side. 
• • * _ 

Above all, the principal criterion of the entire work should be its irresistible 

interest. Dullness is unfergiveable'. At the risk of stating the obvious. I mutt say 

that if there is a single primary task of the Writer.' it is to create interest add' 

to arouse his readers. The first question has to be: will the reader turn the page?" 

U he won't - and I mean the reader cdleetively -- than'other qualities do not 

matter; they will never be lenown. 

These reflections arc. I admit, somewhat discursive; but I hope rhat their 

residual import can provide a new pdni of departure-in year thinking about a 

Co ,d LPuH biography. .The memory of this great man deserves the best. 
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